Understanding SWOOP Analytics

How to Measure
Our Collaboration
with Behavioral
Analytics

What are Behavioral Analytics from SWOOP?
UNICEF has just launched
SWOOP, a social analytics tool
that provides insights into the
strength of our informationsharing network and
collaborative practices in
Yammer. SWOOP is designed
to help every individual and
team learn to collaborate more
effectively to achieve better
outcomes for children.

It’s fun and interesting!
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What Can I Do in SWOOP Analytics?

Personal
On your personal
dashboard, you
can see your key
activity and
interactions in
SWOOP

Business
Units

Topics

Groups

View and
benchmark
business units
against each
other

Analyze all
activities for
threads that use
a specific
hashtag

View stats
related to your
group within a
chosen time
period or
aggregate
across several
groups

Enterprise
Analyze all
activities for all
people across
the enterprise
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Gathering Your Metrics
The Groups
dashboard is
where you will find
metrics specific to
your group. Use
the gear icon to
choose your group
and a custom time
frame you’d like to
measure.

Choose which
metrics you’d like
to see and save
this as your default
view, if you’d like.
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Basic Metrics Definitions
Key Statistics: These are
the # Users, Posts, Replies,
Likes, and @Mentions
made in your group during
the specified time period.
Active Users: % of users
who have posted, replied,
or reacted to content.
Activity Per User: Shows
the average # of activities
performed by Active Users.
Activity by Time: This will
show you the most active
times in your group, and
you can use this info to
target when to post
important information.
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Basic Metrics Definitions, continued
Hot Topics: This metric
shows the top hashtags
trending in your group. You
can use this to identify what
resonates with your
members, or to identify pain
points and inconsistencies.
You an also click through to
the Topics dashboard to dig
deeper into what
specifically was successful
– and when.
Response Rate: This
examines the percentage of
posts with replies and likes,
as well as how quickly a
reply was received. You can
set a target for replying to
your members and use this
metric to keep tabs on how
you measure up.
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Advanced Metrics Definitions
Most Engaging Posts: Helps
you identify which posts and
subjects are resonating with
employees most. May also
help you identify issues,
opportunities, or pain points.
Influential People: These
are people who are most
engaged in your group. This
also takes into account
posting content that others
engage with.
Influencer Risk Score: This
reflects how reliant your group
is on the top people listed. A
high score means you are
heavily reliant on a few. Use
this to identify ”next tier”
influencers you can leverage
to amp up engagement and
bring your score down.
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Advanced Metrics Definitions,
continued
Two-way Relationships:
When two people take the
initiative to interact with one
another, the interaction is
considered two-way. A high
percentage of two-way
relationships reflects real,
reciprocal conversation.
Curiosity Index: Questions
lead to more engagement,
and this index measures
how many of your
messages on Yammer
include a question. This
shows the difference
between messages that do
and don’t include questions.
(SWOOP Analysis shows
threads are 2.5x longer
when you ask a question
vs. when you don’t.)
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Topics Dashboard

All widgets on the Topics dashboard are
specific to the topic (hashtag) you have
chosen.
If you want to look up a topic (rather than click
through from the Groups dashboard), you can
set the topic & date range using the gear icon
in the upper right corner.
Key Statistics will show you how many people
used the hashtag and how many posts were
made with the hashtag.
Activity Per User helps you understand how
active these hashtag users were during this time
frame, and provides clues into how well the topic
resonated with them.

Activity by Time tells you the most
popular times of activity, which you
can use to schedule important
information.

Identify top influencers and reward them for
their participation, or leverage them as
ambassadors for your next campaign.

Focus on this Group data to help facilitate better collaborative behaviors

If You’re a Group Leader…
Are You Modeling Collaborative Behaviors?

You should be listed in the top 10 Influential People within each group you manage. You should be. If not, take a step back
and plan your next message. Reply to two messages that need expertise. Like three messages that need acknowledgement.
Who are others on this list? These individuals should be considered when determining official community Champions.
Recognize and reward these individuals. Harness their influence in your next campaign.

Are Messages Being Acknowledged?
The Response Rate measure is a good indicator of whether you need to be more affirming and responsive to messages. Be
sure to include a call to action in each new message you post to help elicit response.

To What Extent Is Collaboration Happening?
The Posts, Replies and Likes counts should equate to a 3:2:1 ratio in your group’s Key Statistics. So, for every post a
member makes, there should be two comments and three likes.

Are Members Open to Receiving Input?
The Curiosity Index is a good indicator about how inviting users are to hearing the thoughts of others. Questions lead to
more engagement and collaboration, so be sure to ask one – and be ready to listen and respond to the answer!

Which Topics and Messages Lead to the Most Knowledge Exchange?
Look at Hot Topics and Most Engaging Posts to see if you can capture any themes about what interests your group
members most. Are members eager to offer input in crowdsourcing campaigns? Is #ThursdayKnowledge a popular theme for
sharing valuable information? Use this analysis to your advantage in planning future content.

